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INTRODUCTORY LETTER

To THE HONOURABLE G. H. FEBGUSON,
Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.

SIB, I beg to hand you herewith report by the Inspectors of this Department on 
the fatal accidents in the mines, metallurgical works and quarries of Ontario during 
the year 1917.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Bureau of Mines,
Department of Lands, Forests and Mines, 

Toronto, 20th February, 1918.

THOS. W. GIBSON,
Deputy Minister of Mines





MINING ACCIDENTS IN ONTARIO IN 1917

Chief Inspector of Mines, T. F. Sutherland, Toronto; Inspectors, E. A. Collins, 
Cobalt; J. H. Stovel, Sudbury.

During the year 1917 at the mines, metallurgical works, quarries, clay and gravel pits 
regulated by the Mining Act of Ontario there were 34 fatal accidents causing the death of 
36 men, as compared with 51 deaths in 1916. Of these, 18 accidents resulting in 19 deaths 
occurred underground. Seven men were killed above ground at the mines, six at the 
metallurgical works and four at the quarries.

Seventeen companies had fatal accidents during the year.

Table of Fatalities
1916 1917

Mines, underground ........................... . ... 80 19
Mines, surface ....................... ..... .. ...... 7 7
Metallurgical works . ........ .. .................... 8 G
Quarries .................. ... ....... .............. 6 4

Totals ....................................... si ae
The fatalities at the mines were divided amongst thr several districts as follows:

1916 1917
Gold mines of Porcupine and Kirkland Lake ..... ... 14 8
Silver mines of Cobalt and adjacent districts ........ 8 9
Nickel-copper mines of Sudbury .................... 13 9
Iron mines of Michipicoten ......................... 2 O

Totals ................... ..................... 37 26

By months the fatalities occurred as follows:
1916 1917

January .......................................... 7 8
February ... ...................................... 4 3
March ....... ..................................... l 2
April .. .. . . .. . .. ....... .... .... ...... .... ... .. ... . 2 3
May ............ .................................. 7 2
June ............................................. 5 O
July ............................ v ............... l 5
August ........................................... 2 ^ 6
September .................................. ...... 3 l
October ........................................... l 3
November ........................................ 10 O
December ......................................... 8 3

Totals ........................................ 51 36

Analysis of Fatalities at Mines.
1916 1917

Cause Per cent. Per cent. 
Falls of ground ........................................ 24.3 15.4
Shaft accidents ........................................ 27.0 15.4
Explosives ......................... ̂ ................... 21.6 15.4
Miscellaneous underground ................. ............. 8.1 26.9
Surface ............................................... 18.9 26.9
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Table of Fatal Accidents in Mines, Metallurgical Works and Quarries,
1901 to 1917

—

1901........
1902........
1903........
1904
1905........
1906........
1907........
1908........
1909........
1910........
1911........
1912........
1913........
1914........
1915........
1916........
1017

Total.....

Persons killed 
at metallurgi 
cal works and 
mines.

iq
10

7

9
11
?2
47
40
48
49
43
64
58
22
51
36

546

Persons employ 
ed at metallur 
gical works 
and producing 
mines.

4,135
4,426
3 499
3,475
4,415
5,017
6,305
7,435
8,505

10, 862
12, 543
13, 108
14,293
14,361
13,114
14,624
14,000

154,117

Persons employ 
ed at non-pro 
ducing mines 
(estimated).

C KA

450
400
400
500
750

1,140
1,750
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,500
1,500
2,00"0
1,500

22,440

Total persons 
employed.

4,685
4,876
R 8QQ
3,875

"4 915

7,445
9,185

10,505
12, 862
14,543
15,108
16 993
15,861
14,614
16,624
1 r; r;nn

176,557

Fatal accidents 
per 1,000 em 
ployed.

2.77
2.05
1 7Q
1.80
1.83
i on
2.93
5.11
4.66
3.73
3.37
2.84
3.93
3.60
1.51
3.07
2.32

3.09

Note.—Figures for 1917 are subject to revision.

1901 1902 1903 1904 1905 1906 1907 '908 '909 !9!0 !9!! i9'2 iS:3 1314 ;3i5 i3;6 i9i 
6 l————I————\————l————l————l————I————l————l———i————l————l————I————l————l————l————l 6

\

Diagram showing Mining Fatalities per thousand men employed between the years 
1901-1917. The dotted line represents the average for the period.
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The occupation and nationality of the men killed arc set out in the following table:

Occupation. English 
Speaking.

Aus 
trian. Finn. Bul 

garian. Russian. German. Italian. Total.

Trammer
Machine h
Labourer
Foreman
Blockholer,
Hoistman.
Chute bla;
Timberman.
Millman,
Mechanic
Teamster
Engineer
Stovetend
Coal drier
Ladleman

Total

runner

helper . . . . .

er.... . . .. . .
n. . . . . . . . . . .

n

il

0

V

2

2

l
l
1
1
1
1
1

90

2
3

1

i

7

]

2

q

1

1

p

l
1

. . . .

. . . . . . . .

*

9

1

1

........ 7
1 6

. . . . . . . . 3

y•)
........ 1

........ 1

........ 1

..... .. 1

........ 1

........ 1

........ 1

........ 1

1 36

The ages of the men killed were as follows:

17-20

Ct

21-25

'

26-30

10

31-35

^

36-40

5

41-45

4

46-50

1

51-55

1

56-60

2

Total.

36

Cause and Place of Fatalities in Mines.
Below Ground: —

Falls of ground . .. . ... . . . .. . . ..... .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Shaft Accidents:— ,

Falling from skip . .. . .. . .. .. . ... . ., . , , . . . , . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . l
Struck by objects falling down shaft ............... . ... ., . .... ..... l
Falling down shaft .................. . ............... ... .... ... ... 2

Explosive Accidents:—
Walked into blast ................................ ...... . ...... .. . 2
^Premature explosion while lighting holes . ...... .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . l
Remaining in vicinity of blast and struck by rock ................ ... l

Miscellaneous Accidents:—
Falling down raise ........................ ............. .. ...... ... l
Falling down ore pass ........ . ...... .. ..... ... .. . . .... . . ..... . . . . l
Rock rolling down stope ........................ ...... ......... ... l
Ore falling from chute ................................ ............ l
Crushed between car and chute ........................... ......... l
Timber falling down raise ........................................ l
Stull breaking ......................................... .......... l

Above Ground:—
Struck by loaded skip (ore transportation) ,......... ....... .... ..... 1
Slipped under moving locomotive (ore transportation) . .... . . .. . ... .. . l
Slide of lumber from loaded car ................... .. ..... . ........ l
Caught by counterweight cable ......... ............... ... . .. ...... l
Wound around pulley in mill . . ... .. .. .. . ... . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . l
Kicked by horse ... . ... .. . .. .... . . . . .. .. . ... . . . .. . . ... .. .. . . .. .. . l
Falling down rock dump . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . l
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Metallurgical Plants:—

Asphyxiation . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l
Burned by hot gases ...... .. . ... .. . ........ .. ... . ..... . .. ... . . . .. . l
Ean over by railroad car in yard . ....... ... . .... . ... .. .. . . .. .. ... . . l
Struck by ladle ..................... .... . ........ ... .. .. .. .. .... . l
Fall from oiling platform ........................ ....... .. ... .... . l
Crushed between passenger coach and platform . .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. ..... l

Quarries:—
Explosion in magazine .... .. . ... ....... ... ... .... .. . ... .. .... ... . . 2
Caught in conveyer belt ... ......... .... . . .. . ... ... ... .. . . .... .... . l
Fall of rock from face . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l

Palls of Ground
This was. formerly a prolific cause of fatal accidents, particularly in the larger mines of 

the Province. Due to more efficient scaling methods, fatalities from this cause have been 
greatly reduced. During the year 1917 four men were killed by falling ground, three in 
Cobalt and one in Sudbury. At the Trethewey mine, April 17th, two shovellers were warned 
away from dangerous ground by the shift boss. While attempting to leave the stope one 
man fell into the open top of the chute into which they were shovelling, and was struck 
by the rock rolling down the stope. He died from his injuries April 22nd.

At the Nipissing, Fourth of July shaft, on January 12th, two men were struck by falling 
ground while scaling in a winze. The shift boss had ordered two machine crews to scale the 
walls of the winze carefully. The corner of the winze where the fall occurred had been 
scaled with picks, but a scaling bar or gad was not used. One of the helpers, David, was 
instantly killed and his partner, Lauzon, received serious 'injuries, and died from pneumonia 
a few days later. This was evidently a case of bad judgment on the part of the machine 
men who did the sealing. The ground was bad, but there was no reason why it could not 
have been properly scaled and made safe.

At the Creighton mine, on March 12th, a blockholer, Joseph Durat, was struck by a 
small piece of rock which fell from the back of stope 15, tenth level. Scaling was in 
progress at the time, and Durat, without any apparent reason, walked under the unsealed 
portion towards the manway. He received severe injuries in the region of the thigh and 
backbone, resulting in death March 16th.

Shaft Accidents
Four men were killed in shaft accidents during the year. At the Sylvanite mine, April 

10th, an Austrian fell about twenty-five feet from a set of timbers to the bottom of the 
shaft. This accident was due to carelessness in using %-inch instead of %-inch nuts on 
%-inch hanging rods, allowing wall plate to drop down.

Harry Yates, a Canadian, fell down the shaft from the third to the fifth level of the 
Levack mine, April 19th. Yates was employed as underground hoistman and had stepped out 
on a plank to shake the cable and attract the attention of the men below. In returning to 
the station he in some manner slipped from the plank and fell to the bottom.

Dalton Boomer was killed at the Jupiter shaft, Mcintyre mines, on August 22nd. 
Boomer was one of a sinking crew and had returned to the bottom after personally cleaning 
down the last three sets after a blast. He was an exceptionally careful miner, but in some 
way a small block of timber, used for wedging wall plates, had been loosely placed behind 
the lagging, and became dislodged- when the crosshead struck the stop blocks.

At the MeKinley-Darragh mine, on September 29th, a Bussian was knocked from the 
skip at the loading pocket at the 300-foot level and fell to the 400-foot station.

Accidents from Explosives
Four fatalities underground, due to explosives, occurred in 1917. This is a reduction 

over previous years, due to greater care in the handling and storage of explosives, reporting 
of missed holes, etc. The Dome Lake accident on May 16th could probably have been 
prevented had the shift boss sent a helper with the young Austrian, who was killed, to assist 
in loading and firing the rounds.
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The Bulgarian blockholer at the Creighton mine, on May 30th, prepared three sand 

blasts, waited for two to explode, and walked into the third blast.
The Hollinger accident, on August 31st, was due to the inexperience of deceased, who 

remained in a ladderway a short distance from a pop shot he had placed and lighted himself.
At the Crean Hill mine, on December 4-th, an Austrian miner walked into a blast on the 

528 sub-level. All approaches were guarded, and deceased had been warned with the other 
men, and how he got back to the face unnoticed is unknown.

Miscellaneous Accidents Underground
Seven fatalities, or 36.8*#; of the total accidents underground in 1917, may be classified 

under this heading. Four of these occurred in the large nickel mines of the Sudbury district, 
one at the Coniagas, one at the Teck-Hughes, and one at the Hollinger. Ore falling from 
chute, and being crushed between car and chute, accounted for two at the Creighton. The 
Crean Hill accident, on October 3rd, was due entirely to the use of a grab hook with a 
chain sling in lowering material, and this should be universally forbidden.

The Coniagas accident, on August 25th, was due to a stull breaking and permitting 
workman, who was crossing over an abandoned stope, to fall to the ore below, a distance of 
twenty-five feet. This timber had been in place two or three years and showed no signs of 
decay.

A second accident due to improper fastening of material when hoisting in a raise 
caused the death of a miner at the Crean Hill mine on January 2nd.

Falling down an ore pass at the Acme mine, of the Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines, 
caused a fatality on December lith, and at the Teck-Hughes, Kirkland Lake, a Finn named 
Hemmi, was struck by a large piece of ore rolling down the stope, receiving injuries which 
resulted fatally September 26th, six weeks after the accident.

Surface Accidents
Seven men were killed in surface accidents at the mines, six at metallurgical plants, and 

four at quarries during the year, making a total of seventeen fatalities on surface, as com 
pared with nineteen underground, where it might be assumed that the risk was considerably 
greater. At the mines the causes were various, only two being due to transportation.

At the Hollinger, on October 20th, a workman stepped in front of a loaded skip on the 
tramway from the Central shaft to the mill, and at the Miller Lake-O'Brien the driver in 
chaige of the small locumotive accidentally slipped under the front trucks and received 
injuries which resulted fatally.

A rather peculiar accident occurred at the Casey Cobalt, where the hoistmaii was killed 
December 7th. The counterweight stuck in the guides and allowed the counterweight cable to 
slack down on the ground when the hoist was started. The hoistman was evidently stooping 
over the cable when the weight fell and threw him into the air. It is obvious that he 
should have reversed his engine and taken up -the slack before leaving the engine room.

Other accidents on surface are described in this Bulletin, and the causes will be seen to 
be of the usual nature.

At the smelters and blast furnaces only one death occurred from asphyxiation, which is 
a very good showing. Eailway cars in the yards accounted for two fatalities.

Two quarries accounted for four fatalities, or 23.5"#) of the total surface accidents.
At the Bruce Mines trap rock quarry, on June 25th, two men were killed by an 

explosion of five cases of dynamite which were stored in an old shed near the working face. 
The cause of the explosion is unknown, but it is apparent that the accident woujd not have 
occurred had the magazine been removed to a proper distance from the quarry: ;

At the Dominion mines and quarries, at East Neebish, two fatal accidents occurred, one 
by fall bf rock from the face, August 7th, and the other on June 29th, when an Austrian 
workman was caught in a conveyer belt.

Prosecutions
John Osmak, an Austrian, employed at the Garson mine of the Mond Nickel Company, 

was sentenced to three months in gaol at Sudbury on April 15th last for tampering with the. 
bell signals in the Garson main shaft.
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Table of Fatal Accidents in

d
55

1
2
3 
4 
5 
6

7 
8 
9

10 
11 
12

13 
14 
15 
16 
17

18

19 
20 
21 
22

23 
24 
25

Date 
1917

July 30 
Jan. 2 
Mar. 12 
May 30 
July 12 
July 24

Oct. 3 
Dec. 4 
Dec. 9

Aug. 25 
Aug. 25 
May 16

Aug. 31 
Oct. 20 
Bee. 11 
July 14 
Aug. 22

Sept. 29

Oct. 20 
Mar. 18 
Apr. 19 
Jan. 12

Apr. 10 
Aug. 18 
Apr. 17

Name of Mine.

Baldwin
Groan Hill ......

do
do
do

do
Casey Cobalt

Coniagas 
do

do
do

Hudson Bay . . . .

Name of Owner. JJamc 0,f -Deceased.

Baldwin Gold Mining Co. 
Canadian Coppei Co. . . 

do do 
do do 
do do 
do do

do do 
do do 

Casey Cobalt Silver Min-

Couiagas Mines, Ltd. . . 
do do 

Dome Lake Mining and
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or about the Mines, 1917
1

Nationality of j 
Deceased.

English-s]KY aking 
Finn

^Bulgarian

English-speaking . . .

English-speaking . . , 
Finn . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
English-speaking 

Austrian . . . . . . . . . .
Russian
English-speaking . . . 
Italian . . . . . . . . . . . . '
English-speaking 

do do 

Russian . . . . . , . . . . . i
English-speaking . . . , 
Austrian
English-speaking

do do . . . ' 
do do

Austrian
Finn . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

English-speaking . . .

Metallurgical Works,

Nationality of
Deceased.

English-speaking . . .

do do 
do do 
do do 

Austrian
English-speaking . . . 

at Quarries, 1917

English-speaking 
do do

Austrian
English-speaking . . .
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25 S 1 
39 M 1 ,
30 M 1
28 'M 1 . 
20 S 1

26 M 1 
33 Mil'

32 M
30 .M l ,
36 M ; . . . . .

28 M 1 
24 S 1
39 S j..... 1
43 S 1
47 ' M '.....

35 M l

32 S 1 
30 M 
43 S
32 M 1 
36 M 1 
24 S 1

25 S 1 ! 
36 M 1 ;

25 S 1

1917

j± n Cause of Accident.
^ 2 '*N ao '

1 Slide of lumlter from loaded car.

August 11 from pneumonia.

1 Struck by cable of counter-weight.

1 Killed while replacing belt.

1 , St luck by skip on tramway to mill.

1 Kicked by horse while unhitching.

1 .Slipped and fell under locomotive. 
1 Thrown over dump while dumping car. 

. . . . . . ! Fell down shaft.

. . . . . J Caught by fall of rock while scaling in winze.

Jan. 19.

i 26, 1917.

, Married ^ ,, . . , , Age- or Single. ' Causo of Ae(1 '^^-

24 S

59 M 
58 M 
28 S 
23 S
B) i S

30 M
28 S

45 M 
44 M

Bolt closing door of stove broke when nut was 
being tightened. 

,,Rnn over by railroad car. 
Asphyxiated in gas-washing building. 
Fell from platform. 
Crushed by ladle. 
Crushed against platform by passenger coach.

Powder in shed near men exploded. 
Same accident as above.

j Wound around drive shaft of conveyer beJIt. 
Fall of rock from face of quarry.



Mines 
Baldwin Gold Mining Company, Limited

Stephen. Powers, Canadian, aged 55, was almost instantly killed about l p.m. July 30, 
1917, while helping to unload a car of lumber on the main line of the T. Se N. O. railway, 
near the shaft of the above company, at mileage 167^. Powers was a married man with 
seven children, a resident of Cobalt and Haileybury since the camp first opened. For the 
past three years he had resided on a farm near Bourkes Station. He was an experienced 
miner, and had worked as shift boss in many mines in the west and in the Cobalt camp. He 
had been in charge of development work at the Baldwin since April 9, 1917.

The Baldwin mine is situated on the north half of lot 2, in the sixth concession of Eby 
township.

At the time of the accident Powers, with three assistants, was unloading a car of one- 
inch lumber. The car was staked with six poles, three on each side, driven tightly into the 
stake pockets and opposite stakes wired across the top of the lumber.

The three helpers were on the top of the car, and Powers had driven out the three stakes 
on the south side, one end stake on the north side, and was attempting to drive out the 
other end stake, leaving a shorter one in the middle to support the load. He had evidently 
miscalculated the pressure on the stakes when all three were removed on one side, for the 
end stake which he was driving out of the pocket suddenly broke off short at the top of the 
pocket, and flew out with terrific force, striking Powers in the right temple. He was 
knocked backward about seven feet, and in falling struck the back of his head on a small 
boulder. He was picked up immediately, bleeding at the nose and mouth, and never regained 
consciousness. The locomotive uncoupled and carried the injured man back to Swastika, 
where he was examined by Drs. Wilson and Lowery, who found a double fracture of the, 
skull. He died before reaching Swastika, a distance of 2.5 miles from the scene of the 
accident.

Coroner Dr. Lowery held an inquiry at Swastika on the night of the accident.

Canadian Copper Company
Anti Tainen, a Finn, aged 25 years, single, was struck on the right arm and abdomen 

by a falling piece of timber about 8.30 p.m. 2nd January, 1917, while working at the bottom 
of No. 528 raise, fifth level, Crean Hill mine. He was taken to the Copper Cliff hospital 
early in the morning of the 3rd of January, but died about noon of the same day from 
abdominal injuries.

On the night of the accident, Tainen and four other men were engaged in timbering 
No. 528 raise. This raise, a vertical one, is divided by timbers into two compartments, the 
one being used for ore and the other as a manway. This raise is used as a stope entry, the 
present entry being about 100 feet above the fifth level. Up to this point the manway con 
tains, in addition to the ladders, a closed-in wooden chute, inside dimensions about 15 in. by 
16 in., through which steel and machines are raised to or lowered from the stope by means 
of a cable attached to a small tugger hoist. This chute is vertical, with the exception of 
the first ten feet, which is at an incline of about 45 0 .

At the time of the accident Tainen and the man with him were engaged in sending up 
timbers to the rest of the crew who were working at the top of the raise. The third timber 
hoisted was the one that slipped down and hit Tainen. He had lashed the rope on in each 
case and had used only the timber hitch to do so. His partner suggested that they drive a 
spike in the timber above 'the hitch, but Tainen replied that his hitch would hold all right. 
This man also claims to have remarked that they should stand clear of the chute while the 
timbers were being hoisted, and that Tainen agreed, but, when the third timber went up, 
Tainen remained at the side of the chute and was still there when the timber fell back and 
hit him. This timber was hoisted, without any unusual occurrence, until the bottom of 
it was about two feet clear of the first platform above the stope entry. The timber, a 
piece of 6 in. by 8 in. about 10 or 12 feet long, was halted at this point so that the men 
above could guide it through the hole in the next platform. The man above whose work it
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was to do this was standing on a divider, and lie stated that he had just taken hold of the 
timber when it suddenly slipped out of the hitch. At the time the hitch was still in the 
original position about four feet from the end of the timber, and the witness eould see no 
reason why the timber slipped other than that it appeared to be somewhat icy. It was 
neither swinging violently, nor had it struck the opening below in passing through.

The timber, in falling, went through the hole in the first platform, missing the tugger 
hoistman by only a few inches, landed into the steel chute and continued on down. When 
it reached the inclined portion of the chute the front end bounded out and struck Tainen, 
who was standing at the side of the chute, on the right arm and abdomen.

An inquest was held 4th January, 1917, at the Crean Hill mine, by Coroner A. E. Doan, 
of Copper Cliff.

Joseph Durak, a German, aged 39, married, was fatally injured about 8.15 a.m. on 
March 12, 1917, by being struck on the back by a piece of rock which fell from the back of 
stope 15, tenth level, Creighton mine.

Durak was employed as a blockholer and had worked for some time in stope 15. On 
the morning of March 12, Durak, with several other miners, including the regular scaler of 
the stope, went to work as usual. All the men started to scale, as was the custom. The 
scaling boss of the mine came through the stope about 7.30 a.m., and noted some loose ground 
in the stope not far from No. 15 manway. He set the scaler to work at this point. The 
shift boss passed -through this stope about 8 a.m. and found the scaler working at this 
loose ground. About 8.15 a.m. the scaler, while in the act of stooping to pick up a gad, saw 
Durak going past him and hurrying down the stope to the No. 15 manway entrance. Durak 
was from 10 to 15 feet down the pile from the scaler when a piece of rock, about 18 inches 
long and 8 inches thick, fell from the back of the stope and hit him in the back, knocking 
him down to the bottom of the pile. He was found face down at the bottom, conscious, but 
unable to move his limbs. He was taken to the surface, given first-aid treatment, and then 
taken to the hospital at Copper Cliff. His pelvis bones were found to be broken and the 
passage to the bladder had been torn. An X-ray was taken and a slight dislocation of the 
backbone shown, with consequent pressure on the spinal cord. An operation was performed 
on Mareli 15th to relieve this pressure, but he died the following night. A post-mortem 
showed that both pelvis bones and the right thigh bone were broken, the passage from the 
bladder severed, and the spinal cord injured. Death was due to shock from injuries and 
operation.

No evidence could be obtained as to why Durak went where he did, and as far aa could 
be learned he had no duties which would take him to No. 15" manway. He did not warn 
the scaler as he passed, but no actual work was done by the scaler between then and the 
time he was struck. The piece that fell was about ten feet farther down the stope back than 
the piece the scaler had been working on. The scaler was quite properly working from the 
high side of the stope to the low.

An inquest was held on March 16, at Creighton mine, by Coroner A. E. Doan, of Copper 
Cliff.

Simeon Michaleff, a Bulgarian, aged 30, married, employed as a blockholer at the 
Creighton mine, was instantly killed at 5.30 a.m. May 30 by an explosion.

The deceased had been a bloekholer at this mine since May 8, and had been a block 
holer at Crean Hill for l 1/^ years. 'He was working on the grizzly at the rock pass on the 
twelfth level and had two men under him. Their duties were to keep the grizzly clear, 
breaking with hammers the oversize and blockholing the large pieces.

Three sand blasts were prepared at 5.30 a.m., two of which were lighted by one of the 
workmen and the third by the deceased. The men then went to the shaft about sixty feet 
distant, and after two explosions were heard Michaleff started back. The trammer boss, a 
Bulgarian, warned him three times, twice in English and once in Bulgarian, to wait, but 
Michaleff replied, " all right, all right," and kept on. He had just gone around the bulkhead 
into the blasting chamber at the rock pass when the third explosion occurred, killing him 
instantly.
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The deceased was an expeiiencod man, and the only explanation possible is that he 
thought he had not lighted his sand blast. Not more than half a minute elapsed between 
the first two explosions and the third.

An inquest was held by Coroner A. E. Doan.

Crist Nieholoff, a Bulgaiian, aged 28, married, was killed while working in an ore chute 
OH the twelfth level of the Creighton mine about 11.45 a.m., July 12, 1017.

Nicholoff was employed as a chute blaster on the twelfth level; he had been two mouths 
on this work on this level, and previous to that had had considerable experience in similar 
woik on the upper levels of the mine.

On the day in question the ore in the chute, wheie the accident happened, hung up five 
or six feet above the bottom of the chute. The trammer woiking at this chute barred at the 
ore for about five minutes without getting it down, and then notified the chute blaster 
Nicholoff. The latter, instead of tying powder to a blasting pole (theie was one lying behind 
the chute that would have been long enough) and placing powder in the ore on the end of 
the pole, chimbed into the chute with the powder in his hand. He was Teaching up to place 
the powder in the jammed ore •when some of the latter came down. He was knocked down . 
and slipped down the bottom of the chute into a car which was below it. Sufficient ore 
came out to completely cover his body in this car. He was taken out of the car in a couple 
of minutes, but was unconscious, and died before leaching the surface. His only apparent 
injury was a small scalp wound over the left eye. No post-morten was held, but the doctor 
gave as his opinion that the man died of inteinal injuries.

An inquest was held by Coionev A. E. Doan on July 1,1 at the Cieighton mine.

Mike Storoy.uk, an Austrian, single, aged 20, employed as a trammer at the Creighton 
mine, was injured at box No. 8.6 on the twelfth level at. l a.m. on July 24. He died from 
pneumonia in the company's hospital at Copper Cliff on August 11.

Storozuk was one of a party of men brought from Winnipeg in June, and had not any 
pievious experience undei ground. He could talk English fairly well. On the night of the 
accident he was loading cars at No. 8.7 chute. While waiting for the motor to return with 
empty cars he went to the next chute, No. 8.6, where water was diipping down the wall, to 
fill his lamp. He was between the posts of the chute with his back to the track, in a 
stooping position, when he heard the motor returning with three empty cars. According to 
his own evidence, given in the hospital after the accident, he thought he was far enough 
under the chute to be in a safe position, but owing to* his stooping position, the end car of 
the train, which was being backed in, struck his hips, crushing him against the post of the 
chute and fractuiing the pelvis. Good progress was made towards recovery until August 6, 
when pneumonia developed.

An inquest was held at the Creighton mine on August M.

John Chirkoski, English-speaking, aged 26, married, was instantly killed by falling down a 
raise in the Crean Hill mine, about 9 a.m. October 3.

Chirkoski, woiking as a timberinan's helper, was engaged at the time of the accident in 
lowering the wheel truck of a mine car through raise 50, from the second level to a sub-level 
above the fifth level. The truck was fastened by a chain to a safety hook on the end of a 
cable. The chain was about five feet long and had a ring on one end and a grab hook on 
the other. It was fastened around the frame of the truck, on one, side of the centre of one 
end, by passing the grab hook through the ring, and on the other side by wrapping 1he 
chain around once and attaching the grab hook. The loop of the chain between these two 
points was placed in the safety hook of the cable. This cable was attached to a " tugger 
hoist" at the top of the manway. The manway is inclined at about. 50 degrees, and is 
divided into a ladderway and a planked slide for handling material to and from the sub- 
level. The plank slide is about two and a half feet wide and was in good repair.

The truck was being lowered on its \\heels by the tugger hoist. It had gone about 
40 feet when it stuck against the 7-oclc on one side. The hoist was stopped before the cable 
became slack. Chiikoski and one olhor man had been following down the mairway to guide
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the t nick, if ncec^saiv. Clihkoski now ciossed from (lie ladderway to the far side of the 
planked slide. He stood with one foot on the plank and the other on the rock, his body 
being about level with the truck. His partner stood on the ladderway. In working to free 
the truck they lifted the lower md of the same. At that moment the liuck broke loose and 
started down the incline. Chhkoski was caught in front of the truck and carried down the 
slide. Abovvt 50 feet lowei down the tuick stuck, but Chirkoski rolled on down the slide 
and tlien fell off the side of the same into 518 chute. He was picked up about 20 feet 
below the sub-level, having fallen about 150 feet altogether. His skull was badly crushed 
and a large piece torn entirely out. Death was instantaneous. From marks on the truck, it 
seems piobable that these injuries were caused by his head being- crushed between the rock 
and the truck at the moment that the latter stuck.

The truck when examined still had the chain on it, but the end which had been fastened 
by the grab hook was loose. BoTh the man with Chirkoski and the hoistman swore that the 
cable was not loose at the time, so it seems evident that in raising the lower end of the 
truck enough slack was given the chain to poimit the grab hook to fall off. The grab hook 
was smaller than the safety hook, so that the chain and grab hook merely pulled through 
the safety hook and the trucks went on down.

An inquest was held by Coroner A. E. Doan, of Copper Cliff, at Ciean Hill, on the 
aft ei noon of October 3.

Mike Dilinski, an Austrian, aged 3."!, mariied, was instantly killed, about 4..n,0 a.m. on 
December 4, by walking into a blast on the 528 sub-level of 'the CreauHill mine.

Bilinski was employed as a tiammor and just previous to the accident was working, in 
company with another trammer of his own nationality, at a point in Xo. 2 diift, 528 sub- 
level, cleaning up the drift. A shoit time before the blasting erew, comprising six men, had 
come down from the stopes above to this sub-level and had been instiucted to load and fire 
two cut holes in a drift on this sub-level. This was done in sight of Bilinski and his partner, 
and both these men knew that two shots were to lie fired. When ready to shoot the blasters 
gave warning by calling "Fire," and then they spit their fuse. Two men walked along Xo. l 
drift to wain persons against the blast. The balance of the blasting- gang walked along 
Xo. 2 drift, Bilinski and his paitner preceding them. These men had their lights put out by 
a chute blast. When the lights weie lit all the party started along Xo. 2 di if t, towards 
Xo. 50 stope, two of the blasters biingiug up the rear of the gang.

Xo one noticed Bilinski after the lights had been lit, and it was thought that he, in. 
common with the rest of the paity, had started towards Xo. 50 stope. He knew by warn 
ings given, and also by seeing the holes loaded, that two shots were yet to explode, but in 
some manner he relumed to this plsye and was badly mangled by Iho explosion. Death was 
instantaneous, the skull being badly fractured.

Xo blame can be attached. Bilinski was well wained, and approaches to l (lasting place 
had, according to witnesses, been guarded. "Why he went back, and how he did so unnoticed, 
is unknown.

An inquest was held at Crean Hill mine on December 4 by Coroner E. A. Poan. A 
verdict of accidental death was returned.

Casey Cobalt Silver Mining Company

Hiram Patriquin, Canadian, aged 32, married, was struck in the chest by the counter 
weight cable at the Casey Cobalt mine about 3 p.m. December 7, 1917. He was removed to 
the Lady Minto hospital at Xew Liskeard, where his injuries proved fatal t ho following- 
morning.

Patriquin came to the Casey mine on February 5, 1917 as a hoistman, and for some, 
years previous had been employed in the same capacity at different mines in the district. 
He was an experienced and careful hoistman, and since coming- to the Casey had woiked con- 
tinv^pusly at Xo. 6 shaft, where the accident occurred.

The hoist at this shaft is a 10 by 12 Lidgerwood, single-drum, with a %-inch counter 
weight cable running under the drum and 11^-inch cage cable running over, the two cables 
wound on the drum at opposite ends.
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The counterweight consists of thirteen wedge-shaped blocks of cast iron, 100 pounds 
each, running in guides in the northwest corner of the manway compartment. The shaft 
is the two-compartment vertical type, 371 feet to the third or bottom level with a 15-foot 
sump. When the cage is at the bottom the counterweight is about 10 feet above the collar.

At the time of the accident the cage had been at the bottom level for several minutes, 
and, when Patriquin received a signal to hoist, he turned the drum over once and noticed the 
counterweight cable slacking off. He knew that the counterweight had stuck in the guides, 
but instead of reversing to take up the slack, he shut off the engine and went out towards 
the shaft house. The counterweight cable had slacked considerably and was lying on the 
ground, and evidently he was stooping over it in the act of picking it up when the weight 
dropped and he was hurled into the air. Dr. McCullough, of New Liskeard, was called, and 
found several ribs were broken on the right side. The injured man was removed to Lady 
Minto hospital, New Liskeard, where it was found that the lungs were punctured. He died 
from internal hemorrhage about 6.30 Saturday morning, December 8, 1917.

The counterweight was evidently slightly frozen in the guides; to overcome this a stove 
had been placed in the shaft-house just previous to the accident, and the fire had only been 
going a few minutes. It is possible that the heat released the counterweight, or it had 
become loosened by the deckman handling cars on the trestle above. On a previous shift it 
was hung up in a similar way, and the hoistman released it by reversing and taking up the 
slack at onee.

Dr. Jackson, of Haileybury, held an inquest at New Liskeard on Monday, December 10, 
and a verdict of accidental death was returned by the jury.

Coniagas Mines. Limited

Anthony Hakkala, Finn, aged 30, married, employed as machine helper at the Coniagas 
mine, was injured when going on shift at 5.30 p.m. Saturday, August 25, 1917. A stull 
supporting lagging, over which he and his partner wrere walking to reach their working 
place, broke without warnirig, and Hakkala was carried down with the ore and timbers a 
distance of 25 feet. He received abdominal injuries which caused death about 10.30 a.m. the 
following day.

The accident occurred at the junction of No. 6 and No. 32 stopes, on the 75-foot level 
of the mine. No. 6 vein was one of the principal veins of the mine, and the stope has been 
finished, and no work done in it for the past three years. It was carried as a shrinkage 
stope from the 150-foot level, and varies from 5 to 20 feet in width. No. 32 vein inter 
sected No. 6 practically at right angles, and the dast end of this vein is still being stoped 
underhand from the 75-foot level. Hakkala and his partner were working in this stope, 
No. 32 east, at a point about 40 feet from the junction with No. 6. To reach this working 
place it is necessary to travel from No. 2 shaft on the 75-foot level, south in No. 6 stope, 
a distance of 240 feet, then down a ladder over a bench 13 feet to the lagging below and 
over this about 30 feet to the point of intersection of No. 6 and No. 32. Hakkala had just 
stepped from the bench into 32 east when the timber broke and he was carried down with the 
ore and lagging to the ore pile below, a distance of 25 feet. He was taken out through a 
chute on the 150-foot level.

The opening at the intersection is about 22 feet by 12 feet, and both No. 32 west and 
No. 6 north and south stopes are timbered with heavy braced stulls and cross-lagged with 
7-inch" spruce. Most of this timber had been in place for some years and was thought to be 
safe. The lagging at the intersection was covered with about six inches of ore at the time 
of the accident. The stull which broke was spruce, 12 inches in diameter and about 12 feet 
long.

Coroner Dr. Mitchell held an inquest on Monday morning, August 27, 1917, and the 
jury returned a verdict of accidental death.

At the Coniagas mill, on Saturday, August 25, about 10.30 p.m., John McAlpine, stamp 
man, was caught in the main drive pulley, No. 2 battery, and instantly killed.
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McAlpine was a Canadian, aged 36, and married. "With, him in the mill at the time of 
the accident were Alfred May, in charge of the tables, and James Kennedy, in charge of the 
flotation plant.

Thomas Morrisey, mill foreman, went off shift at 5 p.m. At that time all the sixty1 
stamps were dropping and the plant running well. John Nagus, who was in charge of the 
stamps on the opposite shift to McAlpine, came on duty to relieve the latter at 10.30 p.m., 
and at once detected the odour of a burning belt. Investigation showed No. 2 battery hung 
up, and McAlpine's body, badly mangled, lying in the basement beneath the main drive 
pulley. It was evident that McAlpine had hung up No. 2 battery to tighten the feed collar 
on one of the stems. When this was finished he came down to the idler floor, eight feet 
below, and tightened up the belt to start the bull wheel operating the stamps. In doing this 
the belt came off the main drive pulley below. In putting it on again, the belt slipped off 
the bull wheel, pulled down through the openings and overwound around the drive pulleys, in 
all probability taking McAlpine with it on its first turn. His feet were both torn off 
and his body otherwise mangled. The drive pulley travels at 180 r.p.m. and the bull wheel 
40 r.p.m.

Coroner Dr. Mitchell held an inquest on Monday, August 27, 1917, and the jury 
returned a verdict of accidental death.

Dome Lake Mining and Milling Company

Henri Filyx, Austrian, aged about 28, married, was almost instantly killed while blasting 
a round of holes in the east stope of No. 3 vein, 180-foot level of the Dome Lake mine. 
The accident occurred May 16, 1917, about 4.45 p.m.

Filyx entered the employ of the company April 25, 1917, and although his previous- 
record could not be traced, he had proven himself in the three weeks he was at the Dome 
Lake to be an experienced miner.

In No. l east stope a round of six vertical holes had been fired on the shift previous, 
leaving a bench about 18 inches thick. There were also two missed holes in this heading, 
which had been there for several days. In the west stope a round of 20 holes remained to be 
blasted.

Filyx came on shift at noon, and with the mine captain went over the whole stope and 
plugged the six holes in the bench ready for blasting. He was told to load and blast the six 
holes and two missed holes in the east stope, then go to the surface after more polder 
and load and shoot the 20-hole round in the west stope. This order of blasting was made 
on account of the natural air current being such that the east stope could be cleared within 
a few minutes after blasting. The air line was also conveniently near if needed.

It transpired that Filyx did not carry out his instructions, but went to the deckman, 
got the key to the thaw room, and took down sufficient powder to load both rounds. After 
taking the shift up to the surface the eager went to the ladderway in the raise and called up 
to Filyx, who replied that he didn't want any help and would be through in half an hour.

In about half an hour the eager again went to call Filyx, who replied that he would be 
down in a minute. At the same time the eager heard one shot, followed quickly by others. 
He called to Filyx, but received no reply, and went to surface for Captain Witty. They 
returned to the stope at once, turned on .the air, and found Filyx lying on the ore. He died 
before reaching surface. Later examination of the stope showed that Filyx had loaded all 
the 28 holes, had spit the fuses in the west stope, and returned over the ore a distance of 
61 feet to the east stope. He had spit the fuses in both the missed holes, and had 
apparently been trying to spit the remaining six in the bench, when the upper missed hole 
exploded and killed him. No cause was given for the missed hole exploding prematurely.

Dr. Moore held an inquest at South Porcupine the 18th instant and his jury returned 
the following verdict: "That Henri Filyx came to his death on May 16, 1917, while 
employed as a miner by the Dome Lake mine, by reason of a premature explosion of 
dynamite in some drill holes underground, which he had prepared to blast. To give 
definitely the cause of this explosion is a difficult matter and can only be attributed to two 
causes, viz., a quick burning fuse, or that he accidentally came in contact with the powder in
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the holes with that source of fire with ^liich he intended lighting the fuse. Which of these 
two sources is responsible for his death we cannot say, though the latter, from the evidence 
submitted, would seem to be the more likely."

The verdict had a rider attached requesting the Assistant Inspector of Mines to bring 
to the attention of the GOA eminent that men should not be left alone underground while 
blasting.

Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines, Limited

W. Dalinski, Russian, single, aged 24, was struck on the head by a piece of rock from a 
blast in No. 14 stope, 423-foot level, Hollinger mine, about 4.15 p.m. August 31, 1917, and 
died in St. Mary's hospital, Timmins, at 10 p.m., Fiiday, September 7, 1917.

Dalinski was a hammer-chill runner and had been employed at the Hollinger as helper 
and runner since July 5, 1915. For the past nine months he had run a hammer drill in 
Xo. 14 stope. Near the point where the accident occurred, stopes 14 and lo come together 
and form practically one stope, the oie body being very irregular in shape. At one time 
there were three mamvays to the stope, but as tliQ work proceeded one of these became com 
pletely blocked. Of the remaining two, one travehvay earn e down from the 200-foot level 
and the other is through a raise from the 425-foot. Dalinski was struck while standing on 
the second landing from the top in this hulderway, while retreading from the blast.

The sealers blasted twice at this point 011 the day of the accident, and when Daliuski 
and his paitner came on shift at 3 p.m. they were told by the shift boss to go up into this 
stope from the 425-foot level and see if it was holed through and safe to sot up and drill. 
There weie five hammer d i ill crews in the other end of the stope who reached their working 
place from the 200-foot level, and the idea was to keep the passage clear all through the 
stope and straighten out the back.

Xo ordeis were given Dalinski to blast, but when he got into the stope he found two 
slicks of powder and a piece of fuse left by the scaleis, and told" his partner they would 
blast it out. The men on the other side weie duly warned, and Dalinski's partner claims 
that he used only one stick of powder, and packed it into an old collar which he found in one 
of the larger pieces of rock. The fuse was 2 to 3 feet in length and the distance to the
collar of the raise 30 feet. When blasted, a piece weighing about 200 pounds broke through
the first platform and struck Dalinski, v,ho was standing o^ iho second landing. His
partner had gone to the third landing and was quite safe.

Dalinski sustained a basal fracture of the skull, and lived for a week in a semi-conscious
condition.

Coroner Dr. McXeil held an inquest at Timmins police station on Tuesday, September 11,
1917, and the jury icturned the following veidict: That W. Dalinski came to his death by
being shuck on the head by a plank, broken by falling rock in a stope at the Hollinger
mine, August 31, 1917.

Fred Papin, French-Canadian, aged 39, single, was instantly killed at the Hollinger 
mine about 11.20 a.m. Satuiday, October 20, 1917, by stepping in front of a loaded car on 
the tramway from the loading pockets at the central shaft, to the mill.

Papin had been in the employ of the company since December 29, 1916, as a sheet- 
metal worker's helper, in the mechanical department. The tramway is 950 feet in length, 
with double-standard gauge 'hacks, and equipped for hoisting in balance.

From the point where the incline enteis the mill at a height of 66 feet, it grades down 
to the ground level, extends for 200 feet along the surface and then underground on an 
incline for a distance of 260 feet to the ore pockets. These pockets are 70 feet below the 
surface. Over the whole distance where the tracks mn on the surface they are covered with a 
snowshed, with a clearance from the shed wall to the track on the north side of 35 inches 
and on the south side 30 inches. At a point about the middle of the shed, there are doors 
on both sides, and the travelway to the ore pockets is 'through these doors and down the 
strip beside the track on the south side. On the incline underground there is a plank walk 
fitted wtih cleats to prevent slipping. The ore is hoisted in skips, weighing four tons when
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empty, and with a capacity of six tons. On the day of the accident they wore hoisting five 
tons per skip. This system of ore transportation has been in operation since August l, 1917.

The skip is loaded, hoisted and returned to the pocket in three minutes, giving a hoisting 
speed of about 600 feet per minute. The tail rope runs in the middle of the track on 
sheaves placed at varying distances. In the vicinity of the doors there are four sets of two 
each about 12 feet apart. On the morning of the accident, Papin and his partner were told 
by their foreman to go to the tramway at 11.30 a.m. when hoisting stopped for noon hour, 
and bring a pair of skip wheels (two wheels on axle), to the machine shop for repairs. 
This pair of wheels was- lying along .the track on the north side about 30 feet west of the 
doors. It was impossible for them to take the wheels out while hoisting was in progress, as 
they had to cross both tracks.

According to the evidence the men went up from the shop a few minutes before 11.30 
and while crossing the. tracks Papin was struck by a loaded car and instantly killed.

It is difficult to understand why the noise of the sheaves and the moving tail rope did 
not attract his attention, particulaily as there is plenty of light throughout the shed.

Coroner Dr. McNeil held an inquest at Timmins police station on Tuesday, October 30, 
1917.

G. Solentre, Italian, aged 43, employed as a trammer at the Hollinger, was instantly 
killed about 7 p.m. Tuesday, December 11, 1917, by falling down an ore pass on the 200-foot 
level of the Acme mine. Solentre was tramming from the chutes, 54 vein, to the ore pass, 
using end dump car.

A raise from the 400- to the 200-foot level is used as an oie pass on the second aaid 
third levels, and the ore is drawn off on the fourth. The collar of the raise is timbered and 
divided into two compartments by a cross stull used as a spreader. Both sides are fitted 
with stop blocks, and dump rails placed three feet nine inches above the stop blocks. 
Frequently both sides of the pass are used at the same time, when tramming from different 
points.

Soleutre was dumping into the north side, and his partner, following him on the same 
track about 25 feet behind, stated in his evidence at the inquest that he saw Solentre 
dump his car, but when he arrived at the turn-table Solentre had disappeared. His car 
was turned up against the dump rail and the end was blocked with a large piece of ore.

The shift boss was notified and examination showed marks on the muddy stull and side 
of the ore pass where he had fallen. Apparently he had stepped out on the slippery stull and 
held with one hand to a small sprag thrown across about four feet above the stull and with 
the other attempted to bar the large piece of ore from the car. In doing this he slipped 
and fell a distance of 200 feet.

Coroner Dr. McNeil held an inquest at Timmins, Thursday, December 13, 1917, and the 
jury returned a verdict of accidental death.

Hudson Bay Mines, Limited

About 4.30 p.m., Saturday, July 14, 1917, Thomas Bond, Canadian, aged 47, married, 
employed as teamster at the Hudson Bay Mines, Limited, was kicked in the abdomen by one 
of the horses of his team while unhitching. The injured man died in the Cobalt hospital 
about 4.30 p.m. the following day.

Bond had been in the employ of the company since October 27, 1917, and previous to 
that time he had worked in various places at the same occupation. He was a very careful, 
competent teamster and understood horses thoroughly. At the time of the accident there 
was a violent electric storm, and Bond was unhitching his team preparatory to putting them 
in the stable, when one horse, apparently frightened by the heavy peals of thunder, kicked 
him in -the abdomen. He was removed to the hospital, where it was found that he was 
suffering severely from shock, and on the following morning an operation was performed 
which showed that one of the intestines had been perforated. He died that afternoon from 
peritonitis caused by the severe injury.
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An inquest was held in the town hall, Cobalt, 2 p.m., July 16, by Coroner Dr. Kane. 
The jury returned the following verdict: Thomas Bond, employed as teamster at the Hudson 
Bay mine, met his death from injuries received from the kick of a horse.

Mcintyre Porcupine Mines, Limited

Dalton Boomer, Canadian, aged 35, married, employed as machine runner in the No. l B. 
shaft (Jupiter), was struck on the head by a block of timber (8 in. by 8 in. by 10 in.; 
weight 13 pounds) falling from some point in the shaft. The accident occurred about 
l p.m., Wednesday, August 22, and Boomer died at 4.30 a.m. the following day from 
hemorrhage and shock, due to the severe skull fracture sustained in the accident.

On the day of the accident Boomer went on shift at 7 p.m. After lunch, at 12.30, 
shortly after they had reached the bottom and were cleaning up preparing to drill, the 
bucket was lowered; at the same time the block fell, glanced from the wall and struck 
Boomer. He died at 4.30 the following morning from hemorrhage. There were two 
parallel fractures of the skull, one 3^ inches and one 3 inches in length.

The piece which fell was one of the blocks used at each corner for wedging the plates. 
None of those already placed had fallen, and it can only be surmised that it was 
loosely placed behind the wall lagging and became dislodged when the crosshead struck the 
stop blocks.

All the evidence and the inspection of the shaft on the following day went to show that 
the pentice at the 500-foot level was perfectly safe, and that no carelessness was permitted 
around the 500 station. It is evident also that, had it fallen from the station, the injuries 
would have been greater.

The block had apparently never been used, and contained no nail or hammer marks.
Coroner Dr. McNeil held an'inquest at Timmins on Friday, August 24. The jury 

returned the following verdict: That Dalton Boomer came to his death in a shaft of the 
Mcintyre mines on Wednesday, August 22, 1917, by being struck on the head by a falling 
block, and we recommend that surplus blocks, timber, etc., be removed to the surface for 
safe keeping.

McKinley-Darragh-Savage Mines, Limited

Nick Kirischuk, Eussian, aged 32, single, was instantly killed in the main shaft of the 
McKinley-Darragh mine when coming off shift in the skip, Saturday, September 29, 1917, 
about 11.45 p.m. Kirischuk was riding the side of the skip and struck the loading pocket 
at the 300-foot level. He was knocked from the skip and fell to the 400-foot station. The 
deceased was employed as a trammer, and had worked only four shifts when the accident 
occurred.

The skip is a new installation, replacing the cage formerly in use at this shaft, and was 
first put in operation August 22, 1917. It is constructed of heavy steel plate, with inside 
dimensions 39 inches square by 4 feet 6 inches deep and equipped with regulation hood and 
safety device. Six or even seven men can ride without crowding. Loading pockets in the 
shaft are placed on the east side, 350-foot and 400-foot levels, and on the west side on 
on 250-foot and 300-foot levels. The chutes from these pockets project into the shaft. The 
clearance from timbers is 9% inches. It appears, from evidence taken at the inquest, that 
the eager had been in the habit of carrying eight men above the 350-foot level, that is, 
seven standing upright in the skip and one across the shoulders of the other men on the east 
side. This, on account of the fact that the skip is equipped with two lugs twelve inches long 
on the east side, used at surface in dumping. The extra man sits inside these lugs and feels 
quite safe, knowing there are no pockets on that side of the shaft. Any sudden jar, of 
course, might throw him into the shaft, but chances were taken.

The accident occurred by Kirischuk taking this position on the west side unknown to the 
eager, who had his back turned to that side and could not see how many were aboard. He 
left the 400-foot station with two men besides himself in the skip, and at the 350-foot 
seven men boarded the skip from both sides. Hs asked if all were clear, and somebody 
(unknown) replied all clear, and he rang the skip up. At the 300-foot level a severe jolt 
was felt, and the men on the west side knew that a man had been knocked off.
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The skip was loweied to the 400-foot and Kirisehuk was found lying at the bottom. He 
was dead, and examination by Dr. McLaren showed severe skull fractures and other injuries.

Coroner Dr. Kane held an inquest at McNabb's undertaking rooms on Wednesday, 
October 3.

Miller Lake-O'Brien Mine

Harris Hutt, Canadian, aged 30, married, slipped under the locomotive used for hauling 
ore from the rock house to the Millerett mill and received abdominal injuries which caused 
death. The accident occurred a few minutes before noon, Saturday, October 20, 1917, and 
the injured man died at 2.30 a.m. October 22, 1917.

The locomotive was assembled at the mine, and consists of a 70-h.p. Thomas automobile 
engine, set on two bed timbers 7 inches square by 11 feet in length, the whole mounted on 
trucks and fitted with gasoline tank, water reservoirs, reverse levers, brake, etc. The track 
is 36 inch gauge, and the bed timbers or body of the locomotive are 32 inches above the top 
of the rail. In front is a fender with a clearance of 4*k inches above -the top of the rail. 
This locomotive will haul 4 cars, 2^ tons each.

It was the custom to pull the loads over to the incline into the mill, back the engine 
down the siding, hoist the cars to the mill dump and drop the empties down the siding. In 
case of a wet or frosty rail, dry sand was kept in pails near the switch.

The accident occurred near the switch as Hutt was pulling out with four empties. The 
rail was slippery, but instead of using sand he got off and ran alongside the engine to push 
it over the switch. While attempting to jump on the engine he slipped under, and was' 
found lying o.n his back with his feet and legs under the engine, and the fender against his 
abdomen. The track is not filled in at this point, and as Hutt was a very thin man, there 
was plenty of clearance between the ties and fender, and the only injuries received were in 
the abdominal region.

He walked with assistance to 'his house, a few rods distant, and was attended by the 
mine surgeon.

The power was only partly on when Hutt slipped under the engine, and for this reason 
it did not pass over his body, but was stopped by the impact. There were no eye-witnesses 
to the accident.

Coroner Dr. Mitchell, of Cobalt held an inquest at the mine on Thursday, October 25, 1917.

Mond Nickel Company

Joseph Kulyczycki, Austrian, aged 43, single, was fatally injured about 5.30 a.m. on 
March 18, 1917, by falling about 30 feet down the steep sides of the rock dump at the! 
Garson mine of the Mond Nickel Company.

Kulyczyeki, with three others, one man and two rock-house boys, was engaged in tram 
ming rock from the rock house to the dump. The car used was an ordinary end-dumping 
mine car of about one-ton capacity. A stop block, which lay over the rail, was nailed to 
the rail tie at the end of the track, and the car was supposed to come up against this before 
it was dumped. Also a safety chain was attached to the end of the car truck to hold the 
car from going over the end of the dump in case the door did not open.

The evidence throughout was very contradictory. The two boys stated that the ear was 
going very slowly and that it had to be pushed towards the stop block. The other witness 
stated that the car approached the stop block without being pushed and that Kulyczycki and 
the boy on the other side of the car only had hold of the car with one hand. This witness 
attached the holdback chain while the car was in motion. When the car hit the stop block 
it knocked the block out, and the car then fell over on the side on which Kulyczycki was work 
ing. The chain, attached to the truck, struck Kulyczychi and knocked him over the side of the 
dump, and he rolled down for a distance of about 30 feet. The car did not hit him—the 
chain holding the same at the top of the dump. Kulyczycki was sitting up and conscious 

.when the men reached him. He was taken to the mine dry-house. When seen by the doctor 
at 6.10 a.m. he was very weak and had a low pulse. 'He had only three small scalp wounds 
and no fractures. He died about 8 a.m. No post-morten examination was made, but the 
doctor stated that he did not think that there were any serious internal injuries. He gave 
shock as the cause of death.
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An inquest was held at Oarson mine, on March ]9, by Coroner Dr. Torrington, of 
Sudbury.

Harry Yates, a Canadian, aged 32, married, employed as hoistmaii on the third level of 
tiic Levack mine, was instantly killed by falling down the shaft from the third to the fifth 
level at 11.15 p.m., April 19.

Yates had been employed at the Levack mine since October l, 1916, and had been 
underground hoistman for three months previous to the accident.

The shaft in which the accident occuired dips to the south at an angle of Go 0 ; it is 
divided into rive compartments, numbered from the east, Nos. l and 2 being skip compart 
ments, Nos. 3 and 4 used in shaft-sinking, No. 5 being a manway. The inside dimensions 
of each compartment are 5 ft. 8 in. from east to west and 5 ft. 4 in. from north to south, 
or from the footwall to the hanging-wall. The hoist on the third level was directly opposite 
No. 4 compartment and about 4 feet back. The hoist and compartments 3, 4 and 5 being 
fenced off from the rest of the station, Xo. 3, or the centre compartment, the one in which 
the accident occurred, is the compartment generally used for lowering material and for 
communica'ting with the men engaged in shaft-sinking. It is provided with a door to be 
lowered when handling steel, etc., the platform being about a foot higher than the hoist 
floor. In order to cross the shaft from the station to the footwall a 10-inch square timber 
is placed beside the shaft divider for a running board and iron dogs are driven in the 
shaft partition about 5 feet above the running board for hand-holds. At the time of the 
accident the shaft had been practically completed to the fifth level and the skips were being 
run to that level.

Yates was on the night shift from 11 to 7 and had just come on shift. He was stand 
ing in the station outside1 the hoist enclosure talking to the shift boss when he got a 
signal. Apparently he was not sure of the signal, and crossed on this running board ,in 
No. 3 compartment to the footwall and shook the cable, the bucket being at the bottom of 
the shaft, to attract the attention of the shaftman. On returning to the hoist, as he 
stepped down on the hoist floor his foot either slipped or, from some other cause, he lost his 
balance, as he was seen by the skip-tender to fall backwards down the shaft. The body 
was picked up on the pump platform below the fifth level.

Art inquest was held at the Levack mine on April 21.

Nipissing Mines, Limited

Joseph David, French-Canadian, aged 36, married, was instantly killed on January 12 
about 10.30 p.m. He was scaling at the bottom of a 30-foot winze sunk below the fifth 
level, not far from the Fourth of July shaft, Nipissing mine, when some rock, weighing 
from two to three tons, fell directly upon him. Both thighs were fractured, the chesl} 
wall broken in, and there was an extensive fracture at base of skull, the last being the 
immediate cause of his death.

L. Lauzon, Canadian, aged 24, single, a machine helper, who was injured in the same 
accident, died on Jan. 19 in the Cobalt Mines hospital, from pneumonia, no doubt due to 
chest bruises, aggravated by the unavoidable exposure in getting the injured man out of the 
mine and to the hospital.

This winze was started about ten days prior to the accident, and was about thirty feet 
below the level, the only timbers being the collar set.

On the night in question, H. Fish and O. Sirard, two machine runners, and Joseph 
David and L. X^auzon, their respective helpers, started to work as usual at 7 p.m. This 
crew had been on the winze work since its start. The shift boss came around at 7.30 and 
found the crew on the bottom, apparently about to start shovelling. He examined' the walls 
of the winze, found them to be in bad shape, ordered the men out, and told them, to start 
scaling from the bucket and to work down the winze until it was safe. He remained and 
sealed personally for about fifteen minutes and then went about his usual duties. Scaling 
from the bucket was continued until about 10 p.m., when they had reached the bottom. 
David and Lauzon were in one corner scaling with picks, while Fish was getting ready to 
shovel. Sirard had just remarked to Fish that the piece of ground directly over David's
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head looked dangerous and ought to be scaled down, when a portion of it fell, striking 
David. He got up and started to move away, when the balance fell, striking him and 
knocking him to one side. At the same time O. Lauzom was buried in the rock nearly to his 
neck. Neither Fish nor Sirard made any personal attempt to rescue Lauzon, but went for 
help. When help came, a few moments afterwards, David was dead, and Lauzon was 
hurriedly dug out and sent to the hospital. His body was covered with bruises and 
abrasions, but his condition was not considered dangerous until January 15, when pneu 
monia developed, which resulted fatally. '

The corner of the winze where the fall occurred had been scaled by Fish' and David. 
The former stated that he had tried this ground and was unable to get it down with a pick. 
He had not used a scaling bar on it, although there was one at the top of the winze, nor 
had he thought to try it with a gad; apparently he was satisfied that he had done all that 
was necessary.

An inquest was held in Cobalt on Monday afternoon, January 15, by Coroner Kane. 
The jury returned a verdict of accidental death.

Sylvanite Gold Mines, Limited

Louis Gruby, an Austrian, 25 years of age, single, was fatally injured at 1.20 p.m. 
on April 10, by falling from a set of timbers to the bottom of the shaft, a distance of 
twenty-five feet, at the Sylvanite mine, at Kirkland lake. He died at 6.30 p.m. the same 
day, death being due to severe fracture at base of skull.

Gruby and two other men were working on a set of timbers in the shaft. This set, the 
first below the two collar sets, which had been in place some time, was being swung into 
place by means of hanging rods. The wall plates had been swung; staging had been placed 
on these, and then the end plates, and had been nailed to the wall plates by means of five- 
inch spikes. They were preparing to put in the posts, when one of the top-hanging rods 
pulled out. At the time two of the men were standing on that end of the set and the 
third was on the chain ladder screwing up a nut. The wall plate dropped down at that 
end and Gruby and another workman fell to the bottom, a distance of twenty-five feet. 
Gruby landed on his head, and was unconscious when picked up. He was taken to the bunk 
house, and attended by two doctors, who operated, but he died at 6.30 p.m.

The hanging rods were of 94-inch round iron, made in the usual manner. These were 
threaded on one end and nuts placed on the same in the blacksmith's shop. On investigation 
it was found that %-ineh nuts had been used. These rods appeared to be a little oversize. 
Only one cut was made in threading the same, and the %-inch nut seemed to fit all right. 
The %-inch nut has one thread less than the %-inch rod, so that there would be a certain 
amount of jambing in screwing this on which would help to make it an apparent good fit. 
When tried after the accident, the nuts appeared a little slack, but turned on readily, so 
that any one receiving the rods already fitted with nuts, would hardly suspect anything 
wrong.

It is probable that the driving of the 5-inch spikes used to nail on the end plates 
stripped the slight hold the threads had and the men moving about on the timber caused it 
to pull out.

The blacksmith gave evidence that he threaded the first rod and fitted the nut to it, and 
then had his helper do the balance. As all the nuts used were %-inch, the mistake originated 
with him. From his evidence he apparently took no trouble to look for a %-inch nut, of 
which there were plenty on the bench, but was satisfied that the %-inch nut was a %-inch 
one becaues it seemed to fit.

No coroner being available at the time, an investigation was made by an inspector on 
April 12, and the formal inquest was held by Coroner Dr. Lowery, of Englehart, on April 18. 
The jury returned a verdict of accidental death.

Teck-Hughes Ooid Mines

Joseph Hemmi, Finn, aged 36, married, had his right leg broken by a rock rolling down 
the ore pile in stope No. 3 east, 200-foot level, /Teck-Hughes mine, on August 18, 1917. He
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died in the Providence hospital, Haileybury, about 11.20 a.m., Wednesday, September 26, 
1917, from shock following an operation to remove the leg.

Hemmi Avas au experienced miner, and had been employed as drill runner at the Teck- 
Hughes for six weeks previous to the accident.

Stope 3 east on the 200-foot level will average 20 feet in width, the, timbers being 
about 15 feet from the level floor. Owing to the mill being closed down, the broken ore had 
accumulated and blocked the stope, preventing further drilling. Several large blocks, which 
could not be scaled down with a bar, were drilled by Hemmi, ready for blasting, at the 
point where the accident occurred. In the meantime he was engaged in breaking up large 
blocks with a hammer and throwing them down the chute. In doing this, he apparently 
dislodged a large piece weighing about 1,000 pounds, which rolled on edge a few feet down 
the pile and toppled over on his right leg, causing a severe' compound fracture between the 
knee and the ankle.

Coroner Dr. McCullough, of New Liskeard, held an inquest at Haileybury Council 
Chamber, Tuesday, October 2, 1917.

Tretheway Silver Cobalt Mines. Limited

Abe DeLcury, a Canadian, aged 25, single, was fatally injured about 7.10 p.m. on 
Tuesday, April 17, 1917, by being struck by a fall of rock in a stope of the Trethewey mine 
in Cobalt.

DeLeury had a compound fracture of the left thigh bone, 2^ inches above the knee. 
The muscles of the thigh were torn and the veins and arteries were severed so that there 
was no circulation in lower part of leg. DeLeury at first refused, to allow amputation, but 
later consented, and the leg was amputated on Sunday morning, April 22. He died that 
night at 11 p.m.

The stope in question was between the first and second levels. The recent work in this 
stope had consisted of taking out milling ore, and the work was carried on from first level 
downwards. The stope was filled and then drawn out as the work progressed, so that the 
miners were always working on the broken ore. The ground was caught up securely at the 
first level by timbers. The ground had not been bad, and, when once scaled, seemed to 
stand well.

At the time of the accident, the stope was nearly finished, and the timbers at the first 
level were about sixty feet above the men. On the day shift of Tuesday, two miners were 
sealing aftoi the laot blast, when they noticed that a vertical slip, which had shown 
for some time, had been undercut and had opened up into a small crack. They tried this 
with their sealing bars, and found that, while the ground showed springy, they could not 
bring it down. They told the mine captain, who, after examining it, told them to put some 
powder in the crack and to shoot it going off shift. This they did. The mine captain told 
li i s night shift boss to look after this and to have it scaled first thing.

Before going on shift, the shift boss hands each man a time slip, and when doing so he 
lias an opportunity to give any necessary instructions. According to the evidence no instruc 
tions were given to either DeLeury or Chisholm, and they went direct to this stope where 
they had worked the night before. To reach their working place, they had to pass by the 
ground which had been blasted by the previous shift. Neither of these men was sufficiently 
experienced to recognize the danger from loose ground. They went to their places and 
started work. Two sealers who had been told by the shift boss to scale this ground 
warned the men that they were in a dangerous place. They moved farther along the stope 
to a safe spot. At this moment the shift boss entered the stope. He examined the ground, 
concluded that it was dangerous, and ordered the men to go to another part of the stope. 
They were starting back, past the bad ground again, to do so, when the loose ground started 
to fall, and they scrambled back. DeLeury stepped into the open top of the chute into 
which they had been shovelling, and some of the larger rocks that fell rolled down the pile 
and on to him, with the resultant injuries.

None of the other men were injured. The piece that came down was about 4 feet wide, 
25 feet high, and tapered from a maximum of 18 inches thick at the bottom to a maximum 
of 3 feet thick at the top.
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An inquest was held at Cobalt on April 21 by Coroner Dr. Kane. The verdict of the 
jury stated that DeLeury had been killed by fall of rock, and added the following recom 
mendations :

(1) That better timbering be used.
(2) That closer observance be given to the mining laws.
(3) That more frequent and better inspection be given.
(4) That more explicit instructions be given to men going on shift.

Metallurgical Works

Algoma Steel Corporation

Emile Prevost, Canadian, 24 years old, single, was fatally injured, dying a short time 
after, about 11 o'clock on the morning of January 23, 1917, while working as a stove tender 
at the blast furnaces of the Algoma Steel Corporation, 'Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

Prevost was employed as stove tender at No. 3 blast furnace. As such, he had t-haige of 
the four stoves, used in connection with this furnace, and was personally responsible for 
heating the stoves and, when hot, passing the blast pressure through them. Prevost had 
been stove tender for only five shifts. He had been employed for one month at the plant 
as a stove cleaner, and had been used as odd man on the stove-tending job.

About four feet from the base of the furnace stoves is a heavy door, 24 inches long 
and 18 inches high. This gives an entry to the stove for cleaning purposes, and is also used 
to admit some air into the stove, when (the same is being heated. The door is hung by means 
of bolt hinges at one end. The other end of the door has a pair of lugs. A heavy 
steel eye-bolt is swung into the slot between these lugs and the door is then clamped 
into place by means of a steel wing-nut on the threaded end of the bolt. The practice in 
tightening up the nut has been to hit it on the wings with a short length of pipe. One of 
the duties of the stove-tender is to see that this door is properly closed before the blast is 
turned through the stove. The blast pressure on No. 3 furnace varies from 15 to 20 pounds 
per square inch. At the time of the accident, the recording gauge showed it to have been 
nineteen pounds per square inch.

Just before the accident Prevost had asked a stove-cleaner to help him close the door on 
one of the stoves. Prevost closed the door, swung the bolt into place, and left the cleaner 
to tighten up the nut. He then turned the blast through the stove, and when he came back 
he noticed that the door had a small leak. Remarking that that would not do, he picked 
up the short piece of pipe and struck the wing-nut two or three blows to tighten up the door. 
In doing this he stood in front of the door. As he struck the last blow the bolt broke, and 
the door, with 8,000 odd pounds of pressure behind it, struck and hurled him against the 
frame of the building. He died in the ambulance, a short time after, while being taken -to 
the hospital. A post-morten showed death to have been due to an internal hemorrhage in 
the lungs. In addition, he was badly burned, had several ribs fractured, and his right 
thigh broken.

The superintendent of blast furnaces stated that there was a definite rule that no bolts 
were to be tightened on a stove when the blast was on. The proper procedure was to shut 
off the blast and then perform the necessary work. Other witnesses confirmed this state 
ment. The foreman of No. 3 furnace, who had been a stove4ender at this plant for a 
period of one year, stated that he had personally received such instructions when broken in 
as a stove-tender. He also stated that he had personally instructed Prevost in his duties 
about the stoves and had been specific on this point. He believed that Prevost, who had been 
chosen for stove-tender because he appeared to be an intelligent workman, understood fully 
his orders on this point.

An inquest was held by Coroner A. S. McCaig at Steelton on the evening of January 25, 
and a verdict of death due to accidental circumstances returned.

Thomas St. Jules, Canadian, aged 59, married, was fatally injured shortly after 9 a.m. 
on February 20 by being run over by a railroad car. The accident occurred at the blast 
furnaces.
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St. Jules had been employed for ten days as a labourer. On the morning in question 
he was engaged in shovelling scrap iron off a flat car into a wheelbarrow, and then wheeling 
the same into the skip house of No. 3 blast furnace. This work did not involve his crossing 
any track. A car had been unloaded, and the crew of No. 12 engine had been asked to take 
out some cars of coke breeze and to spot some empties for coke breeze, before spotting 
another car of scrap. To do this they had to travel over the track on which the scrap cars 
stand when being unloaded. No. 12 engine had taken out the loaded cars and was backing 
in with four empties and a car of scrap when they hit St. Jules. The train was going at 
about two miles per hour, and St. Jules was dragged some distance before he came under the 
wheels. One leg was severed, the other badly crushed, and the collar 'bone and several ribs 
fractured. Death was due to hemorrhage and shock.

The weather at the time was extremely cold, and the steam and smoke from another 
yard engine was blowing across the tracks where St. Jules was working. This fog prevented 
the engineer from seeing the deceased in time to prevent the accident. St. Jules had his cap 
pulled down over his ears. This, combined with the general noise in this part of the yard, 
would account for his not hearing the approaching train.

An inquest was held at Steelton, on the evening of February 23, by Coroner Dr. A. S. 
McCaig. The jury returned the following verdict: That the deceased came to his death on 
the morning of February 20 by being struck and run over with a car backing down blast 
furnace switch, while in the employ of the Algoma Steel Corporation. And we recommend 
that the engineers in charge of engines working in the yards of the Algoma, Steel Corporation 
be instructed to use their whistles more frequently, while switching through smoke and steam 
and other places dangerous to human lives.

Robert Elder, Scotch, 58 years of age, married, was asphyxiated by carbon monoxide 
gas while working in the gas-washing building of the blast furnace plant about 9 a.m. 
July 7, 1917.

Elder was shift foreman in the gas-washing building and had held this position for 
nearly two years; he had two men working under him.

The blast furnace gas is brought into the gas-washing plant in a large main. It is 
diverted into five washers, each washer being a unit in itself. The washed gas is taken from 
the washer in a down-east pipe. It then goes into an up-east pipe, and from that to the 
fine gas main which leads to the gas engine house. The gas contained on an average 
12 to 13 per cent, cai bon dioxide (CO2 ) and 26 per cent, carbon monoxide (CO).

At the time of the accident the weight had fallen off the lever which closes the valve 
of the drain pipe at No. 5 washer. Mr. Elder, knowing this, got one of his men to get a 
heavy cast-iron tee, and then told him and his other worker to go into the wash-house with 
him to attempt to close the valve. The tee was to be used as a temporary lever weight. This 
they dii Elder stooped over to push down on the lever and was immediately overcome and 
fell to the ground. His helpers felt the effects of the gas, but succeeded in getting 
out. Had they macle any attempt to rescue Elder it is highly probable that they, too, 
would have been asphyxiated. As soon as they were able to move again they gave the 
alarm, and the water seals, cutting off the gas from the washing plant,, were put in and the 
plant shut down.

Mr. Bell, superintendent, and Mr. Hanna, his assistant, made an effort to get the body 
out at once, the only result,being that Mr. Bell was also overcome with gas. Mr. Hanna 
removed him before any serious results had occurred. As soon as the gas had been shut off 
and it was possible to get into the gas washer, Mr. Elder's body was removed; he was 
already dead. He had been in the gas twenty minutes, and Dr. Castleman, while employing 
the pulmotor and artificial respiration, gave it as his opinion that this was hopeless from 
the start.

In case of excess gas in the wash-house it was Elder's duty to advise the master 
mechanic of the power house, who would cut the gas off from the wash-house. According to 
the evidence of the two men under him, he had often warned these men not to go into the 
gas washer when there was evidence of gas. In this case he ordered them to go in with him
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when the gas was many times worse than they had ever seen it. The gas formed a fog so 
thick that they could hardly see anything.

An inquest was held on July 11 at Steelton, Ont., by Dr. A. S. McCaig. The jury 
returned a verdict of accidental death.

Canadian Copper Company

Gabriel Danis, Canadian, aged 28, widower, was fatally injured about 12.30 a.m. on 
February 24, by falling from a platform to the floor of the coal-grinding plant, a distance 
of thirty-seven feet, at the reverberatory plant of the Copper Cliff smelter.

Danis was regularly employed as a coal-cracker attendant, but on this night, as well 
as on several previous occasions, had been told to act as attendant of 'the coal drier for this 
shift. Just after he came to the drier he remarked, to the oiler of the plant, that he had 
forgotten to throw off the belt which drove the coal-conveyor belt. After saying this he 
started up a ladder which would lead him to the belt in question. The oiler went on with 
his duties, but a few moments afterwards he happened to look towards the fire end of the 
coal drier and noticed a cloud of dust, apparently falling from the upper part of the plant. 
He ran over and found Danis lying on his back, face upwards, unconscious. Danis was 
taken to the hospital, but sank rapidly and died about 8 a.m. A post-mortem revealed a 
severe fracture of the skull, extending from the left eye to the upper part of the head. 
Over a portion of this fracture the bone was pressing on the brain, which was the cause 
of death.

The belt driving the coal conveyor was quite often thrown off its pulley. It was always 
thrown off at the end with the larger pulley, which was also the driven pulley. Danis was 
quite familiar with the operation, as he had probably performed it on an average of once 
a shift for several months back. After the belt was thrown off at this pulley it was the 
custom of the men to go around on to a platform over the coal drier, and there tie up the 
other end of the belt by means of a small short rope, which was fastened to the roof 
structure of the building. Danis was picked up on the floor, thirty-seven feet below this 
platform, and several feet inside the direct line of fall. It seems very likely that he hit a 
12-inch belt, not in motion at the time, and was deflected into the position where he was 
found. The evidence of disturbed coal dust on an upper beam also seemed to show that he 
had grazed this beam in falling.

When the foreman and oiler visited the platform, after the accident, they found that 
the belt in question had not been thrown off at all. However, the small rope, which was' 
always used to tie up the belt, was found broken and badly frayed where it had broken. - A 
portion of it, about three feet long, lay on the platform. The evidence showed that this 
rope was in good shape and intact the previous day, and that the oiler, in making his 
rounds a few moments before the accident, brushed it to one side as he passed, and that it 
was still intact.

The only probable explanation of the accident is that Danis neglected to throw the belt 
off at the proper place, walked around to the far platform and tried to pull it off by means 
of the rope. The rope was frayed by the moving belt and broke. Danis, who would be 
exerting considerable pull on the rope in his effort to shift the belt off the pulley, would 
quite naturally fall back and slip under the guard rail and thus fall to the floor beneath.

An inquest was held on February 26 at Copper Cliff by Coroner Doan, of Copper Cliff. 
A verdict of accidental death was returned.

The Mond Nickel Company, Limited

Joseph Gardy, an Austrian, 23 years old and single, was killed at the Coniston smelter 
of the Mond Nickel Company about 2 a.m. on January 24, 1917.

Gardy was a ladle attendant on the converter floor, and, as such, it was his duty to 
follow the crane around as it moved the ladles, and to perform any work necessary in the 
handling of the same. At the time of the accident the crane had a ladle at the end of the 
converter building where flux charges for the converters are made up. The ladle had been 
brought to a stop to allow Gardy to remove a dumping chain from the same. It was about
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three feet above the floor. On the floor, about ten feet to one side and just ahead of the 
ladle, was a flux " boat." This is a three-sided steel box about six feet long, six feet wide 
and thirty inches deep. As soon as Gardy had lemoved the dumping chain from the bottom 
of the ladle, the crane man started his crane and, at the same moment, also started his 
crane carriage. Travelling this way, the ladle would cross diagonally above the flux " boat." 
Just as the crane had got well started the crane man saw Gardy, who had been standing 
back of the ladle, run around the ladle and try to pass between it and the "boat." He 
immediately reversed the crane, but was too late to save Gardy, who was crushed between 
the ladle and the " boat." He died a few minutes later, his back being broken.

Dr. Torrington, of Sudbury, held an inquest at Coniston on the morning of January 24. 
The verdict was accidental death, due to his own carelessness.

Albert Beauvois, Canadian, aged 19, single, was fatally injured about 12.55 p.m. on 
February 21, at .the Coniston smelter, by being crushed between a passenger coach and the 
cement platform at the side of the combined warehouse and time office.

Each day, at noon, a passenger coach is run between the smelter and Coniston village. 
This is for convenience of employees who wish to eat their noon meal at home. The train, 
consisting of one passenger coach and an engine, leaves the smelter at 12.05 p.m. and the 
village at 12.50 p.m. on the trip to the smelter, the first stop being made at the main office. 
The office staff get off at this point. The coach is then backed into the warehouse track and 
is left on this track directly opposite the cement platform of the warehouse. The clearance 
between the side of the coach and the platform is about one foot, the top of the platform 
being about six inches above the floor of the coach. Those employees who have to go to the 
time office for their checks remain on the coach when it backs up.

On the day in question, Albert Beauvois prepared to jump off the train as it neared the 
time office. The train was going slowly, about two miles per hour, and Beauvois, who was 
watching some men having a snowball fight, stepped off the train, with his back to the 
direction of travel, at a point about four feet from the end of the cement platform, as the 
coach was approaching this platform. The result of his stepping off in this manner was 
that he staggered backwards a couple of steps, was caught between the side of the coach 
and the platform and fatally crushed.

An inquest was held at Coniston on February 22 by Coroner Dr. Torrington, of Sudbury, 
and a verdict of accidental death returned.

Quarries

Bruce Mines Trap Rock Quarry

Two men, John Deyell, Canadian, aged 00 years, mariied, and Charles Munroe, Cana 
dian, aged 28 years, single, were killed about l p.m. on June 25, as a result of the 
explosion of about five boxes of powder, which were stored in a small shed which was not 
more than fifty feet from the drill on which they were working.

Deyell's death was instantaneous, as a small rock was blown through the base of his skull. 
Munroe had his jaw broken, a compound fracture of his left thigh bone and several ribs 
cracked. He died shortly after the accident from internal hemorrhage.

The shed was a wooden structure, at least four years old, and was used to store the 
small amount of powder that was used at the quarry for block-holing and sand-blasting. 
When originally built it was probably about 300 feet from the quarry, but as the face of 
quarry had been worked towards it, it had never been moved. Deyell's drill was 50 feet 
away, and another drill was working about 200 feet away.

The explosion took place at about l p.m. At 8.30 a.m. Mr. Mitchell, superintendent of 
the quarry, and Mr. Rousseau, runner of the second drill, got some powder. The door was 
locked, and the key given to the teamster, who was to get a load of powder for blasting 
some of the deep holes. There was only one key, which was in his hands until after the 
accident; he had been away to the main magazine and had not gone near the shed. Deyell 
and Munroe ate their lunch at their drill, and would have a clear view of the powder shed. 
Rousseau and his partner ate their lunch at home and returned to work at 12.30 p.m. In
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doing so they passed close by the powder shed and nothing unusual wns noted. Rousseau 
spoke to Deyell, and then went to his own drill. With three other men, he commenced 
moving his drill rig. Both Deyell and the powder shed were in plain view, and nothing 
unusual was noticed up to the time of the.explosion.

At the time of the explosion the powder shed contained four or five boxes of 40 per 
cent, pluto, ammonia low-freezing powder, dated 1914, and a part box of 40 per cent, pluto, 
nitro-glycerine powder, dated 1913. All witnesses agreed that neither caps nor fuse were 
kept in this building. Boxes of the same powder, examined later, showed very little visible 
deterioration.

The cause of the explosion is unknown.
Dr. W. B. Sproule, of Thessalon, conducted the inquest at Bruce Mines on .Tune 26. The 

jury returned a verdict of accidental death, no blame attached.

Dominion Mines and Quarries, Limited

Joseph Kuryi, an Austrian, aged 43 years, married, was instantly killed, about 11.45 
p.m., June 29, while working around the loading belt at the East Xecbish quarry of the, 
Dominion Mines and Quarries, Limited.

At this quarry the quartz is crushed, sized and then placed on the stock pile by 
means of conveyor belts. A second system of conveyors takes the ore from the bottom of 
the stock pile and loads it into the lake boats when they call for a cargo. The first of these 
loading belts operates through a cement .tunnel at the bottom of the stock pile. The ore is 
fed to this belt from chutes in the top of the tunnel. This belt delivers it to another belt 
just at the mouth of the tunnel. As this first belt revolves around the drive pulley 
and starts back underneath the conveyor frame, any small stuff which is still adhering to 
the belt drops off. A pile of this accumulation would interfere with the operation of these 
two belts, consequently a man is stationed at this point to shovel out the lines and place the 
same on the second belt. While the belt is working, any accumulation which might hinder 
operations can easily and safely bc removed by vising a long-handled shovel. Part of the fine 
stuff, however, can only be removed by crawling under the belt and working with a short 
shovel. All witnesses stated that this was never done until the belt was stopped, and that 
orders had been given to all not to go in there while the belt was running.

On the night in question a boat was being loaded, and Kuryi was at his usual job of 
tending to the head end of the first belt. When last seen, a few moments before the accident, he 
was standing by the head end of the belt with a short shovel in his hand. Shoitly after, the 
man who started and stopped the conveyor belt motors, heard a peculiar flopping sound and 
shut off the power to investigate. He found Kuryi wound up on the gear drive shaft under 
the head end of the belt. Help was obtained, and Kuryi's clothing cut from the. shaft. He 
was already dead.

The shaft on which he was caught was a perfectly smooth one. It is about two feet 
above the floor of the tunnel and from twelve to fifteen inches below the iron structure 
which forms the frame of conveyor belt. The gear which drives the belt is mounted on this 
shaft, but the gear had no bearing on the accident as it was well cased in. As seen after 
the accident, there was no reason connected with the work which would cause the deceased to 
take this risk. Only a small amount of fines had collected.

Kuryi had worked at this job for two seasons, and must have known the orders witli 
regard to going in this place when the belt was in motion.

Dr. J. McLurg, of Sault Ste. Marie, held the inquest at East Xeebish island 011 June 24, 
and returned a verdict of accidental death.

Caleb Bennett, a Canadian, aged 44, married, employed as a drill runner, was injured by 
a fall of rock in the open pit at 2.30 a.m., August 7, and died from the injuries about three 
hours later. Death was due to hemorrhage and shock. His helper, Fred Burnside, received 
a broken leg in the same accident.

Clipper-ehurn drills, drilling r,6-ft. holes, are used for breaking the bank in this 
quarry and piston machines for any drilling that may be required in the pit. On the night
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of the accident two churn drills were working on the bank, and Bennett and his helper 
were operating a piston drill in the pit, drilling a toe that resulted from two missed churn- 
drill holes. The last blasting in the pit had been done about eight days previous, and the 
piston-drill men had barred down any material that looked unsafe before setting1 up. 
According to the evidence of Burnside, Bennett's helper, given in the hospital at Sault Ste. 
Marie, they had considered the face safe when they started to drill about 9 p.m. At 2.30 
a.m. a block weighing about two tons fell out of the face directly, behind and about eight feet 
above their machine. Bennett, who had one foot on a tripod leg, was crushed about the hips, 
the post-mortem showing severe hemorrhage and a crushed pelvis. Burnside, who was sitting 
on a powder box a few feet distant, had his leg broken by a rock rolling down the slope. 

An inquest was held by Dr. McLurg, of Sault Ste. Marie.


